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Abstract : Access networks for base stations in GSM
systems are mainly based on microwave, millimeter-wave
(MW/MMW) and fiber-optical technologies. This paper
presents the recent trends of MW/MMW radio relay
access networking with enhanced focus on interference,
on frequency related issues and on loop protection
technique.

I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing number of subscribers within existing
networks as well as growing demands for newer services,
such as GPRS, wide band subscriber access or future 3G
systems require higher and higher available capacities in
access networks. Unfortunately, the distribution of
subscribers over a geographical area and so subscribers'
traffic density within this territory is not constant. In
dense urban areas the number of necessary sites of the
cellular system is mainly determined by capacity
requirements. This results in a very dense access network
compared to that of rural areas where coverage targets
become more important. As an example Fig.1 shows the
MW access network of a Hungarian GSM operator in
Budapest area.
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Fig.1.  An example of dense radio environment : a GSM
operator's access network in Budapest area until 2000.

As explained, density of MW and MMW radio relay
systems increased with and unexpected speed in the last
decades. Therefore spectrally efficient new modulation
methods (GMSK, n-QAM, π/4-DQPSK) [1-3], more
efficient hardware techniques combined with software
solutions (error correction techniques, adaptive transmit
power control and/or modulation modes, software radio)
are in focus of actual interests of equipment
manufacturers. The main goal is to maintain the required
availability and reliability of the individual radio links
within this more and more dense radio environment
without performance degradation due to interference.

Consequently, both transmission devices (Fig.2) and
network concepts undergo a continuous development and
performance upgrade [4-10]. Due to the huge dimension
of such access networks flexibility and remote control
become nowadays even more relevant.

Fig.2.  Flexihopper radios : Nokia's MW/MMW
2…16x2 Mbit/s digital MW radio-relay family operating

 in the 13, 15, 18, 23 and in the 38 GHz bands

On the contrary of the above mentioned tendencies
network operators and communication authorities require
reliable and predictable network performance with
network elements having uniform and stable technical
parameters in this changing radio environment. Since
available frequencies cannot be stretched as fast as
bandwidth demands are growing, available new
frequencies and radio-frequency interference (RFI) within
the already allocated frequency bands become the most
significant limiting factors in dense access networks [11-
16]. On one hand communication authorities specify strict
regulations and limits in most of the countries [17].
Sometimes these regulations significantly alter from
international recommendations or European standards
[18-25] due to existence of old systems still in operation.
On the other hand there is a continuous pressure from
telecom operators and system providers in order to open
new frequency bands on the basis of international and/or
Europe-wide frequency coordination. Good candidates
fall into the 26, 28…29, 40…42, 55 and 58…60 GHz
bands [14, 24, 25].
The goal of this paper is to provide an overview of recent
trends in access networking. First we focus on radio
frequency interference problems. Then frequency issues
and a promising new communication frequency band
around 58 GHz are presented. Finally, network reliability
is discussed with special emphasis on the loop protection
technique.



II. INTERFERENCE PROBLEMS
Transmitters of other communication links operating
close or inside the frequency band of our communication
channel may act as interference sources and may result in
degradation of reception quality. To avoid confusion, in
our paper we use the term “radio-frequency interference
(RFI)” to distinguish from intersymbol interference (ISI)
which is widely studied in the literature [4, 7, 8]. In digital
MW/MMW radiocommunication links of dense access
networks RFI is the principal source of BER degradation
beside thermal noise [26, 27]. Fig.3 shows the general
block diagram of a digital MW/MMW radio transmitter
used in GSM access networks. For better spectral
efficiency phase or combined phase and amplitude
modulation is used.
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Fig.3.  Block diagram of the QPSK transmitter : as an example
of more efficient modulation method.

The general block diagram of a MW/MMW receiver is
shown on Fig.4. Here strong filtering and amplification
are simultaneously required. Usually, the RF filters
operating at MW or MMW frequencies cannot suppress
significantly the interference signals for two main
reasons. First, at these high frequencies very selective
filtering would introduce unacceptably high insertion loss.
This high insertion loss of the RF filter(s) would increase
the noise figure of the entire receiver and thus reception
quality would be deteriorated.
A further reason is due to the required flexibility of the
entire access system (Fig.1). In a real GSM network new
sites are built and sometimes sites have to be relocated or
demolished. In other words the transmission network is
continuously changing, growing and varying. Selective
RF filters would reduce the programmable frequency
band of radio terminals (Fig.2). Usually, selective
MW/MMW filters are responsible for the different sub-
band variants of a radio-family inside a communication
band. However, programming transmission frequencies
from a remote maintenance center (e.g. NMS) is an
everyday practice and so a basic requirement in actual
GSM access networks. As a conclusion, radio-
interference cannot be suppressed sufficiently by the first
RF filter(s). Clearly, efficient interference suppression
and wide-band radio tunability for network flexibility are

contradictory requirements. At this stage of the radio
reception a trade-off must be accepted. In this sense RF
filters are mainly inserted only in order to reject the image
frequencies and to isolate transmit and receive directions
but not interferors coming from close or adjacent
channels.
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Fig.4.  General block diagram of a dual-downconversion digital
MW/MMW receiver.

On the contrary, we have good opportunities to combat
radio-interference at intermediate frequencies (IF) or at
baseband (BB) level. First of all, here very selective
filters can be applied. Programmable synthesizers can
downconvert the received MW/MMW signal into the IF
band(s). In this way the required flexibility of the entire
access system is not reduced by the selective filter. On the
other hand nowadays IF and BB filters may be realized by
means of digital signal processors (DSP) due to the actual
high speed of DSPs. In this sense flexibility is even
increased : the filter response can be slightly adjusted to
the modulation format in a programmable manner. At this
stage also error correction may take place by means of
efficient error correction algorithms.

  S/I = 0 dB  

N

∆∆∆∆f = 0 MHz

Fig.5.  Similar (like-modulated) interference in co-channel. S :
signal, I : interference power, N : noise.

When transmit power, frequency or propagation loss of
either the wanted or the interferor signal varies in time we
can refer to  “dynamic interference”. Such phenomena as
automatic power control (ATPC, ALCQ), burst operation
in TDM/TDMA systems or automatic frequency hopping
are treated as dynamic interference cases. In case of
“static interference” the power of wanted and interferor



signals as well as noise level remains constant. Let us
introduce now like-modulated interferors (Fig.5 and 6).
Fig.5 and Fig.6 present two measured interference
scenarios at 15 GHz. In the first case, which is called co-
channel interference we can hardly resolve the two
curves. The same digital modulation format is used in
both the victim and the interferor links. (Importance of
such similarly modulated interferors will be explained
later where we discuss the advantage of dedicated
subbands.) In Fig.5 the power levels of the wanted and the
undesired interferor signals were set to be identical. In
other words the signal-to-interferor ratio (S/I) was 0 dB in
the measurement. (Naturally a MW digital radio receiver
cannot operate in such a strongly interfered condition.)

SI
S/I = 0 dB

N

∆∆∆∆f

Fig.6.  Similar interference in adjacent channel. ∆f represents
the frequency separation.

In the second case (Fig.6) interference arrives in the
adjacent radio channel. ∆f represents the frequency
separation between the interferor and the wanted signal
center frequencies. The center frequencies of PDH radio
links (typically 16x2, 8x2, 4x2 or 2x2Mbit/s) are well
defined in ETSI standards. Therefore the possible values
of ∆f do not form a continuous but rather a step like
function (∆f=1.75, 3.5, 5.25, 7, 10.5, 14, 28, 56
MHz…etc). In other words interference cannot come
from any arbitrary frequency in a regulated radio
environment, which is fortunately the case of GSM access
networks. As explained above, here in the vicinity of the
desired frequency the RF filter cannot suppress the level
of undesired interference signals. But sufficient IF and
BB filtering can reject the adjacent-channel interference
(see the typical values of ∆f above). So the victim radio
receiver can operate in the presented interference example
of Fig.6. Under realistic conditions, received signal levels
(RSL) might be considered to be typical so linear
operation mode of the victim receiver (Fig.4) is ensured.
Intermodulation problems due to very high signal levels
are avoided and therefore such intermodulation effects
might be out of our scope now.
In this realistic linear operation mode measured BER
curves of co-channel and adjacent channel interference
are plotted in Fig.7 and Fig.8, respectively. The drawn

BER curves are given as a function of RSL with varying
S/I levels as parameter.
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Fig.7.  Measured co-channel interference curves vs. RSL
of a 38 GHz 4x2 Mbit/s digital receiver.
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Fig.8.  Measured adjacent-channel interference vs. RSL
of a 38 GHz 4x2 Mbit/s digital receiver.

Fig.9 presents the plots of Fig.7 and Fig.8 differently :
now S/I curves of constant BER values are plotted as a
function of RSL. As seen, these curves have two
asymptotes : at weak received signal levels thermal noise
limits the quality of our communication link. Errors will
occur due to noise even for very good S/I values. As an
extremity, lack of interference will result infinite S/I.
Naturally, the thermal noise limitation of a
communication link remains without interference as well.
At the other end, effect of thermal noise is negligible at
very strong wanted and interferor signal levels.
Interference becomes the dominant source of bit errors.
Independently of the absolute power level of the received
signal, a minimum signal-to-interferor ratio is always
required to maintain continuous reception with tolerable
quality. Fig.10. shows this minimum S/I value at different
∆f frequency offsets. Due to filter discrimination the
minimum required value of S/I is smaller and smaller as
∆f is higher. In both Fig.9 and Fig.10 the effect of good
selectivity can be clearly observed.
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Due to better filtering higher interferor levels are tolerated
outside the reception band. Weak filtering (or in other
words poor quality radios) will not tolerate the same
interferor levels and their performance will be degraded.
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Fig.10.  S/I ratio resulting in a constant BER=10-6 within a
15 GHz QPSK receiver. (Measured values are normalized
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Unfortunately results of RFI tests using like-modulated
(Fig.7-9) or sinusoidal (Fig.10) interferors cannot give
always sufficient information for planning reliable
transmission networks. Interfering radio links e.g. links of
other GSM operators do not use necessarily the same or
similar modulation format. So the previously presented
like-modulated interference case is not met. Interfering
transmitters may use different modulation formats,
symbol rates, bandwidths, resulting in different power
spectral densities. Thus, estimation of BER threshold
degradation of the victim receiver is not evident in this
realistic case. A possible method is based on simulation.
Communication system simulators (e.g. COMSIS) can
help to define the minimum S/I values that are needed for
our victim receiver interfered by different interferor
radios. In such simulators complete blocks of the entire
radio communication chain are defined (Fig.11) [28]. A
PRBS signal modulates the MW carrier and in the radio
channel Gaussian noise and RFI is added.

Fig.11.  Model of the interfered digital communication link.
Simulation of RFI with COMSIS software.

The software tool allows us to follow the signal at each
point of the radio chain either in time or in frequency
domain. As an example, Fig.12 and 13. show simulated
QPSK constellation diagrams for weak and strong
interferor levels. Advantage of this method is its
simplicity compared to time consuming laboratory
measurements (Fig.7-10).

Fig.12.  Simulated QPSK signal constellation corrupted by
AGWN (additive Gaussian white noise).

Based on the above simulation results a very
demonstrative theoretical explanation is developed that
leads to the mathematical discussion of the problem. As
an example, Gray-coded QPSK digital radio reception is
analyzed in simultaneous presence of interference and
noise (Fig.14). Frequency separation between the wanted
and the undesired interferor signals is represented in the
constellation diagram as a sum of a fixed and a rotating
vector (phasor). The signal vector shows towards the
received symbols of 10, 00, 01 or 11 with the
corresponding symbol probability. The interferor phasor
rotates around the endpoint of the signal vector with
accelerating phase. The uncertainty of the vectorial sum is



due to AGWN [2, 11, 13, 15, 16, 26, 27].

Fig.13.  Simulated QPSK signal constellation corrupted by
interference and AGWN simultaneously.

Finally, the resulting BER for given signal, interferor and
noise levels may be determined by solving an integral
equation numerically [16].
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Fig.14.  Phasor representation of the interferor signal.

III. AVAILABLE FREQUENCIES
Traditional MW frequency bands are at around 7, 11, 13,
15, 18, 23 and 38 GHz [20, 21, 23]. Frequencies of 7, 11,
13, 15 GHz are usually used in rural environment. In
several countries those lower frequencies are mainly or
exclusively reserved for high capacity connections (e.g.
SDH). In urban areas, such as big cities 18, 23 and 38
GHz frequencies are preferred. Due to the liberalization
of the telecom market in several countries unfortunately,
these bands started to become saturated. When several
different service providers use a nearly saturated
frequency band, coordination and interference prediction
becomes very difficult and time consuming. Using
dedicated subbands within a communication frequency
band offers some advantages.

III.1 Dedicated Subbands
A seemingly simple solution is to divide the entire 23 or
38 GHz frequency band into narrower subbands. Let us
suppose that within such a subband only one GSM
operator can communicate. In this case possibility of
inter-operator interference is significantly reduced. In fact

if radio-frequency interference is present inside a subband
that comes mainly from the own radio network. That can
be avoided with correct frequency planning within the
network. It is important to recognize that frequency
planning and interference calculation is considerable
simpler in case of dedicated subbands. Each operator uses
only a limited number of different transmission
equipment. Therefore the size of their MW link database
and the associated interference matrix needed for the
interference prediction is much smaller compared to that
of a nationwide database.

3rd GSM
operator

2nd GSM
operator

band for general
civil use

1st GSM
operator

23 GHz communication band
f [MHz]

guard bands

     go : 22004.5
return : 23012.5

      go : 22431.5
return : 23439.5

governmental
use

Fig.15.  Example of allocating subbands for individual GSM
operators within the 23 GHz communication band.

Dedicated subbands are often called "block frequencies".
As it is shown in Fig.15, external interference may arise
only at the upper and lower edges of the frequency
blocks. They can be significantly reduced by introducing
guard bands between the blocks. Guard bands are
typically minimum one channel (e.g. 3.5, 7, 14 or
28 MHz) wide, so expected filter discrimination falls in
the range of 20…30dB for typical interferor sources
(Fig.9 and Fig.10).

III.2. Opening a New Band : 58 GHz Solution
for Dense Networks

Dedicated block-frequencies help GSM operators and
authorities to use the available spectrum more efficiently
with reduced risk of interference among different
networks. But naturally the overall number of radio
channels cannot be increased this way. They still remain
rather limited compared to the forecasted demands.
Recently, an entirely new frequency band has been
allocated by ETSI and opened in several European
countries [17, 25, 29-33].
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The extra attenuation of atmospheric gases and the
reduced ability of MMW signals to diffract around



obstacles provide a greater reuse of frequencies at 58 GHz
[29-32]. 58 GHz has been introduced by ETSI as a
frequency band where channel frequencies "do not require
co-ordinated frequency planning". Since free space loss
and attenuation of atmospheric gases (Fig.16) are very
high in this band, available hops are rather limited in
distance.
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Fig.17.  Typical link lengths at 58 GHz (standard atmosphere at
57.25 GHz, ignored interference).

Fig.17. shows typical calculated hop length values for
countries falling into different rain-rate zones. ITU PN
676-3 propagation model was used. Vertical polarization
and an availability target of 99.995% were assumed. As
seen in the figure for European countries the maximum
hop length is 600m or less, typically 500m for K climatic
zone of ITU-R. Fig.18 shows a 58 GHz radio terminal.
Due to the extremely high frequency the antenna has a
very small size and low profile [31]. The antenna is
entirely integrated to the outdoor unit. This radio hop
provides 4x2 Mbit/s connection for the BTS, which is
also seen in the figure, wall-mounted below the 58 GHz
outdoor unit.

Fig.18. NOKIA Metrohopper : 58 GHz wireless solution
for access in dense networks.

IV. LOOP PROTECTION
Several diversity techniques are used in GSM systems to
increase the availability of the access radio links. The
applied well-known methods are based on frequency,
space, or polarization diversity techniques. (In some cases
angle diversity is successfully utilized.) Any combination

of the mentioned methods are theoretically available.
Here, we present the advantages of route-diversity in
GSM access networks. This technique is traditionally
employed in several systems such as trunked telephony or
optical-fiber networks. In radio systems SDH networks
often incorporate route diversity. However, in GSM
access route diversity is less known and not frequently
used. The chain topology is shown in Fig.19. BTS site S
is accessed through a chain composed of three MW links :
H1, H2 and H3. Outage of any of the links H1, H2 or H3
will evidently cause an outage of BTS site S. Probability
of loosing site S is :
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In Eq.1 M indicates the number of hops in the chain
between the BSC and the BTS. To have connection all
links must be simultaneously available. If pi is the
unavailability of the i-th link, then its availability is
simply (1-pi). In Eq.1 a reasonable approximation may be
used since link unavailability is pi << 1. Usually MW
links are designed for 99.99% or better availability.
Typically pi≤0.005. Depending on the actual RF network
(coverage, dimensioning, traffic, morphology etc.)
neighbor base stations (BTS N or BTS R supposing only
link H3 is faulty) may entirely or partly overlap the
coverage area of BTS S. If this is not the case, then
unfortunately a hole appears in the service area and
remains there until the reconstruction of the errored
transmission link H3.
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Fig.19.   Chain topologies in the GSM access network

Having route diversity, each radio node (e.g. the GSM
base stations) can be accessed on two independent radio
ways. The ring shape of such a topology is shown in
Fig.20. This protection technique is often called as loop
protection due to the ring shape topology. Advantage of
the loop protection can be recognized immediately. If any
of the links H1, H2 or H3 is lost, site S is still connected
via H4, H5 and H6. Therefore BTS S can still provide
coverage and service in its area. In the loop protected
case, to loose site S we have to loose minimum one links
in each alternative route simultaneously, which situation
tends to have much smaller probability :
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Fig.20.  Loop protection in GSM access network

Comparing the situation of Fig.19 to Fig.20 some
important issues must be considered. Better availability
has been achieved by loop protection incorporating all the
sites in a loop. But in order to have this more reliable
transmission network one more link is needed. There may
be an increase of required bandwidth as well due to loop
protection. Furthermore, for each node a switching logic
is needed. The same information is sent from the BSC to
all BTS sites into two directions. Each BTS compares the
frames received from the two alternative routes (Fig.21.).
To make decision which one to use a switching logic is
needed. The switching condition is based on checking
some specific bits transporting known information.
(These bits are called pilots.)

BTS1

loop switch

BSC

BTS2

BTS3

RX from
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RX from
direction 2

TX to
direction 1

TX to
direction 2

RX

TX

TX RX

Fig.21.  Loop protection and switching in the loop
controlled by pilot bits

Naturally, only some part of the entire loop traffic is
addressed to BTS3. The rest of the traffic is sent to the
other sites in the loop. As seen in Fig.21, BTS3 has to
check only its own traffic, received from the different
directions of the loop (dir1 and dir2). The quality check of
the received signals is based on the information carried by
the pilot bits. The rest of the traffic must be simply
bypassed on the cross-connect located at the site. Fig.22
shows a typical loop-site configuration as an example.
The loop has 16x2 Mbit/s available capacity provided by
the radio links. The actual load is only 10x2 Mbit/s. 6x2
Mbit/s is not yet used, but these channels offer spare
capacity for later expansion of the network. The BTS
shown in Fig.22 uses only 1x2 Mbit/s, namely channel
No.6. All the other active channels are bypassed on the
cross connect. Traffic of channel No.6 is sent to the BTS
from both directions. In the BTS the sub 2Mbit/s cross-
connect compares the information of the pilot bits. As one
may expect from Fig.22, not only the availability but also

the flexibility of the network have been improved by loop
protection. Since the switching time falls in the sub-
second range, it is possible to perform network
modifications day-time during normal service hours.
These modifications may be done either remotely from
NMS or locally on the field.

dir1 / dir2

dir1

dir2

2 Mbit/s
cross connect

Fig.22.  Typical configuration of a loop protected site

In order to have efficient loop protection some basic
requirements must be fulfilled (Fig.23). Since the loop is
formed of MW/MMW links, unavailability is mainly due
to rain. Therefore the loop diameter should be preferably
> 3 km. Crosses within a loop must be avoided. If there
was a cross unavoidably in a loop due to morphology or
line-of-sight reasons, then the crossing links should have
significantly different frequencies (e.g. 18 GHz and 38
GHz). Alternative radio transmission paths arriving to the
BTS sites must close an angle of preferably 60° or bigger.
The spur site of Fig.23 is connected to a loop. Number of
such spur sites (or chain sites) connected to a loop must
be reduced as much as possible.

intensive rain

BSC

not sufficient
angle between

radio paths

crossing
links

spur
site

small loop
diameter

Fig.23.  Weak points in loop protection topology [33]

Each site within the loop has two alternative transmission
routes. The loop sites are protected by route diversity
since the corresponding transmission paths are physically
different. For the spur site only one transmission path
exists. However, logically it is possible to incorporate this
site into the loop as well. Since the possibility of
switching between directions is embedded in each Nokia
BTS we can define different logical channels for dir1 and
dir2. On the same radio link different 2 Mbit/s channels
may be allocated for the alternative directions. These
logical directions split up to different physical paths only
at the remote site of the link. This situation is shown in
Fig.24. The advantage of having a spur site in loop
logically is evident : all the radio links are protected up to



the site except the last one. If the last link is lost, then the
site will be disconnected from the network. But outage of
any other link in the loop will not cause loss of the site.

dir2

loop
link

dir1 / dir2

dir1
2 Mbit/s

cross connect
2 Mbit/s

cross connect

loop
site

spur
link

2 Mbit/s
cross connect

spur
site

dir1 / dir2

loop
link

Fig.24.  Logical connection of a spur site into a loop

V. CONCLUSION
Availability of sites in a GSM network is strongly
depending on the transmission network quality. In the
first part of this paper interference problems of dense
access networks have been presented. It was shown that
radio frequency interference among existing links is a
main source of degradation nowadays. Advantage of
dedicated subbands and a new band at 58 GHz have been
presented. Finally, loop protection in the transmission
network was discussed. It was shown that changing the
transmission network from chain to loop topology
significantly increases the availability of sites. Besides
having a more reliable GSM network, flexibility of the
access network is increased as well.
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